Ready for Anything

GTD is practice.

→ How can I improve my GTD practice?

→ Have I understood the "Next action" issue properly?

→ I try to research elements of my practice:
  - Co-Ed
  - P.R.D Days
  - Writing Swarm
  - Supervision
  - GTD
  - Finance
  - Computer breakdown

→ I use GTD+R. How does this align with GTD? How can I use GTD theory for anyone my GTD practice?
What can I learn from

Carl Sagan?
SWIMLANE diagram:

1. Collect
2. Process
3. Develop
4. Review
5. Do

"Next action" (project)

Collect -> Find stuff into inbox
Process -> Develop + project planning
Organize -> build/draw the physical system
Keeping track of goals,
"The checklist manifesto"

1. My checklist
   1) inquiry checklist
   2) inquiry how this improves efficiency & effectiveness.

1. Introduce
   RQ: how can I improve my poster

2. Content
   Present the poster in a way that teaches a checklist on defending solve.

3. Delivery
   Mr. Poff.

4. Results
   Checklist + resource + error

5. Discuss
   Finding?

6. Conclusion
   How can I improve or move?
Could I use the G70 simulation model for hardware finnines?

"Correspond with commercial system."

The G70 model is a stable process, but the organisational evolves as we need to store project plans, checklists, reference lists, outcome reports, etc.

1) The web system evolves
2) The book shelf system evolves

This is handled by Weyerstracc's "hidden gemmer method."

The orphaned routine "bootstraps-up."
1. Collect
2. Process
3. Organize
4. Review
5. Out
1. Purpose
   (vision)

2. Goal (ER)
   (EQ)

3. Brainstorm
   (inv. win)

4. Organize
   (matched)

5. Take Action
   (execute)

---

Reach in planning

Well planning

1. Purpose = I am not perfect good way
2. Goal = How do i achieve my purpose
3. Transfer = Idee & ideas + legalize
4. Action = matching
5. Next action = carry out search + write
How can I apply this on my Pจ.Usu?

1) Goal (RA) = “How to improve my own practice”.

2) Why is this a good RA? Motivation.

Improvement #1: apply GTD
Improvement #2: improve the way I use GTD.

“no-win game”.

TQM is game and politics, improve survival strategy.
Why do I need to improve my GTD practice? Isn't it good enough?

GTD = Getting Things Done.

Am I getting things done?

The basement is chaotic.

I need to sort out my reports (R/Anr/sce).
I need to complete my Ph.D.
I have a lot of books I should have read.
I should have completed my finance system.

My chaotic life is probably not unique.

"Tidshemm" is abbet at nandig keeping.

I am reading Whiting/Checkoff on a "next action" basis. How do I move up to "organize"?

- A complete list of their books...
- A complete list of books and vehicles...
Whitehead's AR is focused on values. What are his values, and what are mine?

- Motivation: why do I want to change my practice? What kind of values do I contradict in my practice?
  - Order, system, efficiency, effectiveness, ...
  - Loose the picture, lack of focus, ...
  - Not being able to understand the model in arrows and boxes ...

- Japan = loyalty
  - US & = Japan, min/loose
- Europe = destiny (Greek drama)
  - Tradition, culture, origins
    "Jerusalem + Athens"
    - The world is a game.
    - The world is not a game.

- Japan = min/loose
  - Word = care, compassion, wide range
  - Society = hierarchy
  - Japan = compassion